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A. Reading 

1-PEACE 

Peace and harmony are the basic needs of any nation. The citizens of any country feel 

safe and secure and can prosper if a peaceful environment is maintained. Islam is the 

religion of peace. Over billions of people around the world are followers of Islam. There can 

be no greater argument supporting Islam as a religion of peace than the name of the religion 

itself. ‘Islam’ literally means peace, therefore, it seems quite unnatural that a religion that 

names itself peace can teach or preach something that is violent or full of aggression. Allah 

Almighty in Quran has encouraged the establishment of peace and has told the followers of 

Islam to be moderate in their behavior and adopt the qualities of kindness, love, and respect 

for others. “The Muslim is the one from whose tongue and hand people are safe, and the 

believer is the one people trust with their lives and wealth”. Allah wants a Muslim to live in 

a safe and peaceful environment and to make efforts for the spread and continuity of peace 

in society for him and for all others. 

1-Answer with Yes or No 

a-Islam is the religion of war 
b-People can live and prosper in a violent environment. 
c-The name of the religion of Islam proves its being a religion of peace. 

2- Find words or phrases synonymous with or opposite to the following: 

-succeed and develop=                                                          -avoid ≠ 

-requirements=                                                                       -peace ≠ 

 

 

2-Water Importance 

-Read the text and then answer the following questions 

Water is the most precious gift to humanity by God. It is the most essential need of 

humans, animals, plants, insects, birds and other living beings for their survival on this planet. 

How not and God Himself said: “And we have made from water everything living; will they 

not then believe”. Though ¾ the surface of Earth is covered with water, only 3 of that is 

available as fresh drinkable water. Man uses water for drinking, washing, irrigation, in 

industries, electricity, manufacturing different materials and also in laboratories for 



performing various chemical reactions. Hence, awareness should be created among people to 

save water which will eventually lead to save life on Earth. 

1-Answer with Yes or No 

a-Only human need water to survive. 

b-to live on Earth, people have to be unaware of the necessity of preserving water. 

c-People use water in many other activities than drinking. 

 

2- Find words or phrases synonymous with or opposite to the following:  

The Earth=                                                                         Death≠     

To Preserve=                                                                     Optional≠ 

Valuable=  

 

 3-Find in the text:  

2 Superlatives: .................................................................................................................. 

2 Infinitives: ...................................................................................................................... 

2 Verbs conjugated into the simple past tense:.........................................................................                    

 

3-Expenditure 

Money concerns are a major cause of stress and anxiety in the modern world. In my 

opinion, it is a really a wise idea to save money for the future. How not and God Himself 

warned from expenditure in “Verily squander-thrifts are brothers of devils, and the devil was 

to his Lord ungrateful”. 

          

To begin with, older people are able to make better financial decisions than youngsters 

due to their experience and maturity.  Young people, who have very little worldliness, are 

prone to spending their money on products that are mostly useless and which they quickly tire 

of.  Older people, on the other hand, know which purchases will result in long-term happiness 

and satisfaction. My own experience is a compelling example of this.  When I was young, I 

spent a tremendous amount of money on video games and comic books which I enjoyed only 

for a short time. Later, when I enrolled in university, I did not have enough savings to pay for 

my tuition, and was forced to take out a significant number of student loans.  Even today, 

several years after graduation, I regret not saving much money as a teenager. These days I am 

a lot more conservative when it comes to spending, and carefully consider all of my future 

expenses. 

1-Answer with Yes or No 

a-It is a bad idea to save money for the future. 

b-Young people have more experience and maturity than older ones. 



c-Old people buy things that result in long-term happiness and satisfaction. 

 

2-Find words or phrases synonymous with the following: 

Ancient=                                                                            Waste≠ 

Sufficient=                                                                         Useful≠ 

Big=                                                                                   Much≠ 

 

4-PATIENCE 

 

Patience is bitter, but its fruit is sweet. But what does patience mean actually? 

According to “Free-Dictionary.com”, the definition of patience is the capacity to endure 

hardship, difficulty, or inconvenience without complaint. Patience emphasizes calmness, self-

control, and the willingness or ability to tolerate delay. As we all know, patience is one of the 

main virtues and is hard work, and costs one. However its fruits, the results and rewards 

surprise one pleasantly. For me, I believe patience is the test of God for us, and who said: 

“And seek help through patience and prayer, and indeed it is difficult except for the humbly 

submissive [to Allah]”.  

 

1-Answer with Yes or No 

a-Patience is the capacity to endure pain and hardship with complaints. 

b-The rewards of patience are satisfactory and pleasing. 

c-Patience is an easy work. 

2-Find words or phrases synonymous with or opposite to the following: 

Sweet≠  

Ease≠ 

Ability= 

 

3-Find in the text:  

2 comparatives: .............................................................................................................. 

2 infinitives: ...................................................................................................................  

 

 

 

 

 

 



B. GRAMMAR 

1-Tenses 

1.1. Simple Present Tense (Structure-Uses-Rules/Exceptions-Negative and 

Interrogative Forms) 

A-Structure: 

Subject + Main verb (Eg. We write our lessons – They clean their rooms –I practice tennis  

-you join the group) 

 

*Exceptions  

NB.1: If the subject is the 3
rd

 person singular, we have to add s or es to the main verb). 

(Eg. He writes his lesson –She cleans her room - it grows in China / and He practices sport 

--She goes to school)  

NB.2: we add es to the main verb if it finishes with o, x, s, or z 

NB.3: Some verbs ending in y will gain ies instead of s when conjugated in the present 

simple with the 3
rd

 person singular (Eg. Study/ Studies- but annoy/annoys 

destroy/destroys) 

NB.4. verbs to be and to have are two exceptions (to be is conjugate as follows: I am - He 

is –She is –It is –We/You/They are) (to have is conjugated as follows: I have - He/She/It 

has – You/We/They Have) 

 

B- The Negative Form:  

Subject + Auxiliary verb (do) + not +main verb 

(egs. I do not/don’t know –He does not/doesn’t go) 

 

C-The Interrogative Form:   

Auxiliary Verb (do) +subject + main verb? 

(Egs. Do you know? Does he go?) 

 

D-Uses:  

1.We use the simple present tense when something is generally or always true (E.g. people 

need food/one and two make three/ it rains in winter in Algeria). 

2. When a situation is permanent (E.g. She is beautiful/they work in a bank/he lives in 

Algiers) 

3. for habits (things that we do regularly), here we may add adverbs of frequency like 

often, always, sometimes, every Friday, once-twice-thrice, four times a day/a week ... or 

every....  

4. to describe short actions that are happening now as when we comment on actions in 

sport matches (E.g. are you at home? (now) am I wrong? (now) 

 

1.2.  Present Continuous Tense (Structure-Uses-Rules/Exceptions: State 

and Action verbs -Negative and Interrogative Forms-) 



A-Structure 

Subject +auxiliary verb (be in simple present) +main verb + ing (I am writing – you 

are reading- he is listening) 

B-Negative Form  

Subject +auxiliary verb (be in simple present ) + not +main verb (I am not writing – you are 

not reading- he is not listening) 

C-Interrogative Form 

Auxiliary verb (be in simple present) + subject + main verb? (are you writing? / is he 

listening?) 

D- Uses: we use the present continuous (progressive) to talk about:  

1- Actions happening now  

2- Actions in the future (by adding a future adverb like tomorrow, next week ...). we use 

the present progressive to talk about the future only when we have planned to do 

something in the future before we speak, i.e. we have already made a decision or a plan 

before speaking. 

E-Exceptions  

N.B. 1: Consonants are doubled in syllable having the form consonant +stressed vowel + consonant 

(like stop/stopping – run/running 

N.B.2: main verbs ending in ie like lie and die become lying and dying (ie changes into ying) 

N.B.3: if the main verb ends in vowel + consonant + e, we omit e (come /coming -prepare/preparing) 

N.B.4: state verbs like feel, think, see, hate, love, like, belong, remember, seem, mean, suppose, 

contain, believe, smell, hear, want, understand, prefer, realize, are not used in the progressive tense. 

1.3. Simple Past Tense(Structure-Uses-Rules/Exceptions: Regular and 

Irregular Verbs-Negative and Interrogative Forms) 

A-Structure:  

Subject +main verb + ed (he liked /they crowded) 

B-Negative Form:  

Subject + did + not + main verb (he did not/didn’t like/they did not/didn’t crowd) 

C-Interrogative Form 

did +subject +main verb? (did he like/did they crowd) 



D-Exceptions  

There are some verbs (irregular) whose forms either change completely or stay the same when 

conjugated into the past (build/built –grow/grew –begin/began - read/read –hurt/hurt) 

 

1.4. Past Continuous(Structure-Uses -Negative and Interrogative Forms) 

A-Structure 

Subject +auxiliary verb (be in simple past) +main verb + ing (I was writing – you were 

reading- he was listening) 

B-Negative Form  

Subject +auxiliary verb (be in simple past) + not +main verb (I was not writing – you were 

not reading- he was not listening) 

C-Interrogative Form 

Auxiliary verb (be in simple past) + subject + main verb? (were you writing? / was he 

listening?) 

D-Uses 

We use the past continuous tense to say that somebody was in the middle of doing something 

at a given time in the past . 

1.5. Future (Structure-Uses-Rules/Exceptions-Negative and Interrogative 

Forms) 

A-Structure:  

Subject +will +main verb (I will sell my car next month) 

B-Negative Form 

Subject + will +not + main verb (she will not leave the hospital tomorrow) 

C-Interrogative Form  

Will +subject +main verb? (will you answer his questions?) 

NB. Will not= won’t 

D-Uses 

1. The simple future is used when one of the adverbs indicating the future is mentioned (like 

tonight, tomorrow, next year...) 



2. Offering to do something (I will help you with it) 

3. Agreeing to do something (Ok, we will go with you to the cinema) 

4. Promising to do something ( I will keep it as a secret, don’t worry) 

5. Asking somebody to do something (will you sign this, please?) 

1.6. Present Perfect Tense (Structure-Uses--Negative and Interrogative 

Forms) 

A-Structure:  

Subject +have/has +past participle (she has cleaned her room/they have won the match) 

B-Negative Form 

Subject +have/has + not + past participle (she has not/hasn’t cleaned her room/they have 

not/haven’t won the match) 

C-Interrogative Form 

Have/has + Subject + past participle? (Have you bought today’s newspaper? /has he signed 

the lease?) 

N.B. the past participle of verbs is formed by the main verb + ed for regular verbs. Irregular 

past participle have to be learnt from the list.  

D- Uses 

1-We use the present perfect to talk about a period of time that continues from the past until 

now 

2-We usually use it with time indicators like recently, in the last few days, since, for a long 

time... or questions starting with how long 

1.7. Past Perfect Continuous Tense (Structure-Uses -Negative and 

Interrogative Forms) 

A-Structure 

Subject + had +past participle (you had gained a lot of money – they had climbed the 

mountain –she had participated in the contest) 

B-Negative Form 

Subject + had + not +past participle (you had not gained a lot of money – they had not 

climbed the mountain –she had not participated in the contest) 



C-Interrogative Form 

Had +subject +past participle? (Had you gained some money ?– had they climbed the 

mountain?– had she participated in the contest?) 

D-Uses 

We usually use the past perfect tense to talk about two actions which happened in the past one 

after another. (e.g. when I arrived to the party, she had already gone home. i.e. we didn’t meet 

in the part because she left it before I arrived) 

 


